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Survey: Half of buyers are more interested in streaming radio.   As agency media teams put together client plans for 
the coming year, the odds that a digital radio component will be part of the outline are growing.  Half (48%) of agencies 
say they are more interested in streaming radio than a year ago, according to the quarterly survey conducted by media 
buying software firm Strata.  Just 8% report a waning interest in buying web radio — the second-lowest figure since Strata 
began asking the question.  It may help soften a so-so read on broadcast radio.  Strata says just 10% of agencies are 
more interested in buying radio spots than a year ago.  But marketing chief J.D. Miller points out that a look at the history 
of the survey dating back to 2008 shows this typically is the weakest quarter for radio.  Not surprisingly, digital media 
overall remains the area where interest is growing the most.  Strata says 81% of agencies are putting more focus on digital 
compared to a year earlier. Meanwhile, a record two-thirds of agencies reported less interest in print.  The Strata survey also 
points to a fundamental shift in how media decisions are being made.  After never ranking as a big concern, for the second 
consecutive quarter the top issue for agencies is figuring out the correct media mix.  It was cited by 41% of those surveyed.  
That’s nine points higher than attracting new clients.  

Agencies are bullish on growth in 2015.  Most advertising agencies have entered 2015 with expanded budgets and big 
plans for growth. So says media software company Strata’s quarterly survey of media buyers.  It shows more than half (53%) 
of agencies anticipate their business will build this year.  Helping fuel that are increasing budgets.  Strata says more than a 
third of agencies polled said clients are increasing their budgets versus last year.  The result is 45% of agencies plan to hire 
more staff — the highest percentage ever recorded in the seven-year old survey.  “Ad agencies are expecting to see larger 
budgets from their clients along with increased demand for digital,” Strata president Joy Baer says. “The growth in these key 
areas and the increasingly fragmented media landscape are putting pressure on agencies to become more efficient.”

For radio vets, LPFM is pure radio without the hassles.   A decade after many broadcasters eyed low-
power FM as a potential threat, the service is being embraced by a growing number of radio veterans 
who see it as a fresh way to service local communities and have some fun along the way.   It is, they point 
out, radio without bankers, investors or ratings to worry about. Reach Media CEO David Kantor has been 
on the air with “Beach 96.3 WULB-LP, Longboat Key, FL since November, serving the 10-mile island that 
sits between the Tampa and Sarasota markets with a 700-song playlist that mixes oldies and AC classics.  
“Most of us started in radio started in college radio, and that’s where we fell in love with the business — 
that’s what it’s like,” he says.  “No one is telling me what to do and I don’t have to sell any ads to pay the 
bills.”  He does plan to eventually solicit underwriters to help defray the roughly $1,000 he spends a month 
on electricity, music licensing, and some office space. Unlike many LPFMs, Kantar has also bought an HD Radio transmitter 
to eventually create side-channels.  “Because all I want to cover is an island, 100 watts is fine, but I cannot believe how far 
this station goes,” he says.  The LPFM list also includes Texas Radio Hall of Fame broadcaster who John Rody is working to 
take his Dallas internet station to a new LPFM branded “The Pirate” at 97.5 FM in Ft. Worth.  Kantor, 58, says it’ll also keep 
him in radio for years to come.  “I never want to retire, but eventually I will and now I’ll have a local radio station,” he says.

LPFMs help broadcasters use radio to pay it forward.   It’s not just fun that’s attracting commercial broadcasters to low-
power FM.  For longtime radio executive Skip Finley it was a fifth attempt at retirement that didn’t take, plus a call to duty.  “I 
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needed something else to do,” he explains.  “So I thought I could maybe give something back, came up with an idea to teach 
high school students how to run a professional radio station.”  That will come to fruition on Martha’s Vineyard, MA where 
WYOB-LP, Oak Bluff, MA (105.5) is set to sign-on in the coming months inside a school.  Finley says he’s working with a 
local school to create a mentorship program to give teens credit for their work.   “The first project will be a community leader 
survey, just like the old days,” he says.  Finley and other broadcasters who frequent the well-heeled island each summer also 
hope to recruit sponsors to award communications-related scholarships to graduates.  Community service is also motivating 
David Kantor with “Beach 96.3 WULB-LP in Longboat Key, FL. “The island has only one local newspaper and no one was 
filling in the island with what’s going on,” says Kantor, who plans to recruit volunteers to help run the station.  On an island 
where the average age is 71, Kantor says community service includes putting Sinatra and Motown back on the air.  “If I 
programmed for me there would be a lot more classic rock in there than there is,” he says.  “But I’m programming it for the 
community because I have that responsibility.”

With his own organization, one radio pro is helping LPFM spread.  Consultant Tony Gray may just be commercial radio’s 
Johnny Appleseed of low-power FM.  From putting the idea of community-based service in the ear of then-FCC commissioner 
Bill Kennard nearly two decades ago, to creating a not-for-profit that helps local groups launch their own LPFMs, no one 
in commercial radio may be doing more.  “The more local voices, the better for society — that’s my belief,” Gray says.  “As 
a consultant I work for a lot of large corporations, but at the same time I believe that there should be a diversity of voice in 
radio as opposed to just a point of view from just a handful of corporations.”  His M&M Community Development has so far 
helped nine LPFMs take shape, including New Orleans, where WNOZ-LP (95.3) will go on the air within the next month.  
In each city, Gray explains whoever is interested in launching a LPFM essentially creates a local chapter.  Using his radio 
experience Gray then helps them set up their station, a task that typically takes as little as $5,000. “Local operators run 
the station so whatever the local people want to do, that’s what we put on the air,” he explains.  Gray says it may even help 
attract some young people into radio.  As for the worry that these stations pose a threat to commercial radio, Gray says that’s 
been settled. “How in God’s name would a 100-watt station steal any meaningful audience or revenue from any commercial 
station — that’s not possible,” he says.

A temporary victory for Emmis in legal battle with morning man ‘Big Boy.’   Emmis has bought 
itself some time to make a case that its star L.A. morning man breached his contract by reneging on 
its right of first refusal clause and accepting a competing job offer.  A Los Angeles County Superior 
Court has granted the company a temporary restraining order barring Kurt “Big Boy” Alexander from 
beginning employment at iHeartMedia’s freshly-launched urban “Real 92.3” KHHT, pending a hearing 
scheduled for March 3.  The order stems from a suit filed by Emmis against the longtime “Power 106” 
KPWR morning host seeking a permanent injunction to prevent him from moving to KHHT, in addition 
to unspecified damages.  “Big Boy’s Neighborhood” has been off the air at KPWR since February 3 
and several of the show’s cast members have quit the station. Alexander’s agreement with Emmis 
expires February 28.   An L.A. judge will determine whether an injunction is warranted until a trial to 
decide the case has concluded.  Emmis claims its contract with Alexander gives it the right to match 
the offer put on the table by iHeartMedia — something the company says it has done.  Following 
the court’s initial decision, Emmis said it was “pleased” with the ruling, and that it looks forward “to 
continuing to make our case to protect Emmis and our rights under our employment agreement with Big Boy.”  
 

What to do when a station show sells out?  Stream it.  “Hot 97” WQHT can’t cram any more bodies into New York’s Theater 
at Madison Square Garden tonight for its sold-out “Tip-Off” concert.  But it will bring the music to thousands more fans 
through live streaming.   The Emmis rhythmic CHR will webcast the NBA All-Star Weekend-starting concert as it happens 
at Hot97.com.  With Puff Daddy and Snoop Dogg on the bill for a theater configuration at the world’s most famous venue, 
demand for tickets was high.  “When seating is limited based off the venue, streaming concerts like this provides Hot 97 
another platform to reach and engage with our audience,” Emmis-New York GM Deon Levingston says in a statement.  “By 
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being able to stream the entire show, we ensure fans who can’t make it are still part of such a monumental experience.”  
There apparently was no shortage of top-shelf sponsors eager to tie into the show, which also features French Montana 
and A$AP Ferg and promises “surprise appearances from some of the biggest names in hip-hop.”  Beats by Dre is the title 
sponsor and the show is “made Hot” by Adidas, Dello Russo Laser Vision, MetroPlus Health Plan, Twix, Jimmy Jazz and 
COBA.  The concert will serve as a showcase for Hot 97’s revamped personality lineup, including Ebro, Laura Stylez and 
Rosenberg from “Ebro in the Morning,” and new afternoon host Nessa.  The station’s DJ Camilo, DJ Enuff and Funk Flex will 
be behind the turntables.  “The magnitude of this event is beyond explanation,” a slightly excited Levingston says. 

Alpha gives mobile top billing at new Texas alt-rocker.  Alpha Media has three full-power FMs 
under its roof in San Antonio but its move to launch an alternative station for the market won’t 
involve any of them.  Instead, it’s on a translator and an HD2 channel.  But it’s the new station’s 
mobile app that’s getting lead billing.  Branded as “103.3 The App,” the mobile-focused brand targets 
Millennial rock fans.   Alpha signals it intends to use the same strategy in other cities.  “San Antonio 
is ground zero for the first station using our national service mark ‘The App’,” EVP of programming 
Scott Mahalick says.  The station does have a broadcast component as Alpha airs the format on 
the Terrell Wells, TX-licensed translator K277CX and as the HD2 channel of CHR KTFM (94.1).  
But it’s being marketed as an app having a radio station, rather than vice versa. “We’ve positioned 
the station as the first app with a terrestrial FM signal, since prior to our launch, listeners had to seek out this format via other 
mediums,” program director Pat Cerullo says.   Without a modern rock FM in the market “103.3 The App” looks to carve off 
listeners from Cox Media Group’s rock “99.5 Kiss” KISS-FM, which Nielsen says had a 2.7 share (6+) in the Holiday survey.

Creative imaging gone kinky: ‘50 Shades of K-R-O-Q.’  Radio is at its best when it reflects what everyone’s talking about 
right now.  Leading into Valentine’s Day, a lot of people, perhaps too many, are talking about “50 Shades of Grey.”  A music 
imaging promo on KROQ-FM, Los Angeles (106.7) capitalizes on the unrelenting hype and buzz surrounding the film, while 
selling the station’s music position and providing 43 seconds of entertainment you won’t get on a pureplay music service. 
The promo by KROQ creative director Trevor Shand checks all those boxes with just 54 words, three song clips and a few 
hokey sound effects.  Delivered in a faux-suggestive voice that can only be described as creepy, it begins with the line: “Now 
opening, the music they don’t want you to hear.  50 Shades of K----R-O-Q.”  From there, the promo, ahem, teases music in 
hot rotation at the CBS Radio modern rocker while keeping with the film’s kinky theme:  “Mmmm, get chained up by Cage the 
Elephant” and “Yeah, summon your inner Incubus.”  Never one to abdicate its public service role, KROQ riffs on the erotic film 
in a socially responsible way: “And if you aren’t careful, you’ll end up with an Offspring of your very own.”  The promo closes 
with, “50 Shades of K-R-O-Q. Having its way with K-Roq music all weekend.”  KROQ program director Gene Sandbloom 
says creative imaging like the new promo sets KROQ apart from other stations. “We’ve prided ourselves on having a little 
left-of-center creative on the air since Day One,” Sandbloom says.  “It’s one of the things that makes KROQ fun and stand 
out.”  Listen to the spot HERE.
 

Florida and Texas stations go to bankruptcy auction.  One year after seeking chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, the four 
stations owned by James Crystal Enterprises are going up for auction.  The auction in U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Tampa is set 
for March 2nd.   Court filings indicate the company’s debt totals between $10 and $50 million.   The Atalaya Capital-backed 
company owes the most to the performance rights organizations and for unpaid taxes.   The group launched by James 
Hilliard in 1997 owns “Big Talk 850” WFTL and “640 Sports” WMEN in West Palm Beach; ethnic brokered WFLL, Miami 
(1400); and gospel KBXD, Dallas (1480).  Hilliard is a longtime broadcaster, who began his career on the air in the 1950s.  
After a stint as chief operating officer of Fairbanks Communications he bought a group of stations that became James 
Crystal Enterprises.  Read Inside Radio’s Deal Digest on Page 5.

Fresh EEO audit cycle begins.   Each year roughly five percent of all radio and television stations are subject to an audit by 
the FCC to determine whether they’re complying with Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) rules.   The first set of stations 
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under review has been released by the agency.  Stations were notified by letter last week.  Read a list of stations on the list 
HERE.  The FCC also reminds broadcasters that any station with a website and five or more full-time employees is required 
to post its most recent EEO public file report on the web.  Failure to do so could result in a fine.   

Rdio strikes alliance with concert ticket seller.  In a partnership that bridges live concerts and streaming radio, Cumulus 
Media-backed Rdio has struck a marketing alliance with AXS, the ticket-selling arm of AEG.   AXS will offer free, 30-day 
trial subscriptions to Rdio Unlimited, the subscription version of the streaming service, when concertgoers buy tickets online 
from AXS. The deal is more than just a marketing effort for the digital music service.  Rdio will customize its stations and 
make music recommendations based on the ticket-buying history of AXS customers.  Those who take advantage of the trial 
offer will receive notifications when an act they’ve seen live adds new music to the Rdio service.  Rdio will also recommend 
new music similar to the artists an AXS customer has purchased concert tickets for.  The tie-up could expose Rdio to more 
users at a time when the service is expected to start carrying programming developed by Cumulus that leverages content 
from its Westwood One and O&O station platforms.

Inside Radio News Ticker…Pandora payroll grows by a third in 2014…The sales expansion of Pandora into 37 markets 
has seen its payroll grow as well.  The company reports it had 111 local sellers on the job as of December 31.  But that 
makes up less than one of every 10 employees.  Pandora says it had 1,414 employees at year-end.  That’s a 32% increase 
compared to a year earlier. More headcount growth is likely. “We intend to continue investing to extend our local market 
presence for the foreseeable future,” the company tells investors…CBS newsman Bob Simon dead at 73...While Bob 
Simon is being remembered for his work as a correspondent on the TV news magazine “60 Minutes,” the longtime CBS 
News reporter spent many years covering the Vietnam War for radio and TV.  And in 1975 he was part of a CBS team that 
won an Overseas Press Club award for Best Radio Spot News for reporting during the fall of Saigon.   Simon died last night in 
a car accident in New York.  He was 73…People Moves… Entercom has hired Stacey Kauffman as general sales manager 
for its Sacramento cluster.   And Beasley Media Group Charlotte operations manager Terry Avery exits after 14-years at the 
cluster.  Read People Moves HERE.

Greenville cluster shows its ‘heart’ to sick kids on Valentine’s Day.  Entercom 
AC “Magic 98.9” WSPA-FM, Greenville-Spartanburg, SC is showing some 
community love this Valentine’s Day.  The station has so far collected more than 
2,200 cards to be handed out to sick kids at a local hospital tomorrow.   Even more 
noteworthy is each of the cards is homemade.  Besides getting crafty, WSPA-
FM asked listeners to keep their messages “loving and uplifting” and avoid “get 
well” references so the greetings would apply to children with all sorts of medical 
situations.  Tomorrow “Magic” staff and volunteers will deliver the cards and gift 
packages that include Valentine’s Day activities like crossword puzzles, mazes, 
coloring sheets, and stickers to kids at the Greenville Health System Children’s 
Hospital.

New chapter in fight over pre-’72 royalty rights.  SiriusXM Radio has been green-lighted to appeal to a New York federal 
court a judge’s decision that the company owes The Turtles royalties for its pre-1972 recordings.  It’s the latest sign that the 
pre-’72 royalties battle is far from over with several rounds of court action likely to stretch out for years.   “There is indeed a 
critically important controlling question of law in this case,” U.S. District Judge Colleen McMahon wrote in her decision.  While 
federal copyright law doesn’t give artists the right to pre-’72 royalties, some states give musicians that benefit.  Using that, 
Turtles founders Flo and Eddie have sued SiriusXM in New York, California and Florida.  The musicians have also taken legal 
action against Pandora, but they’ve stopped short of going after broadcast radio for station streaming of their music. With 
state and federal laws at odds, some copyright attorneys are already predicting the pre-’72 copyright issue will likely land at 
the Supreme Court’s steps in the coming years.
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S  A  L  E  S

Kansas City — Vision Communications files a $425,000 deal 
to buy gospel/contemporary Christian KKLO, Leavenworth, KS 
(1410) from the New Life Evangelistic Center.  Vision also owns 
Christian CHR “99 Hit FM” KADI-FM and “The Ozark’s Big Talker 
1340” KADI in the Springfield, MO market.  And seller New Life 
still owns several radio and TV stations in Missouri.

St. Louis — Christopher Blevins and James Dieckhaus’ Viper 
Broadcasting files to buy rock “100.7 The Viper” KFNS-FM 
from Westplex Broadcasting for $318,750 which amounts to an 
assumption of all debts and obligations.

Tampa & Ft. Myers — Beasley Media Group files a $200,000 
deal to buy two translators from the University of Northwestern-
St. Paul to give two of its Florida AMs a spot on the FM dial. In 
Tampa, Beasley buys the Clearwater-licensed translator W293CK 
at 106.9 FM, which it will use to simulcast business talk WHFS 
(1010).   The University has already applied to move the translator 
to St. Petersburg and down the dial to 106.5 FM, giving it better 
coverage of the Tampa market.   And in the Ft. Myers-Naples 
market Beasley buys the Ft. Myers-licensed W282BY at 104.5 
FM to simulcast Spanish sports “ESPN Deportes 770” WJBX.   
Brokers: Bob Heymann and Eddie Esserman, Media Services 
Group
 

Denver — Colorado Public Radio files to buy the Arvada, 
CO-licensed translator K260AL at 99.9 FM from Vic Michael’s 
Mountain Community Translators for $100,000.  CPR says it will 
use the translator to simulcast classical KVOD (88.1).

Waterloo-Cedar Falls, IA — NRG Media files a $50,635 deal to 
buy the Waterloo-licensed translator K295CF at 106.5 FM from 
Bret Huggins’ E-String Wireless.  NRG Media plays to use the 
signal once it is built to put “1330 ESPN Radio” KWLO on FM.

Columbia, MO — Zimmer Radio Group files to buy the Columbia-
licensed translator K293BW at 106.5 FM from Radio Assist 
Ministry for $40,000.   Zimmer says it will use the signal to 
simulcast CHR “Y-107” KTXY.

New Mexico — The Southern New Mexico Radio Foundation 
files to buy the Alamogordo, NM-licensed translator K248CB 
at 97.5 FM from William Sims for $7,500.  The Foundation will 
simulcast gospel “Active Radio” KHII, Cloudcroft, NM (88.9) on 
the translator.
 

C L O S I N G S

Michigan — Michael Chires’ Black Diamond Broadcast Group 
closes a $1.65 million deal to buy classic hits “UPS-98.5” WUPS 
in the Traverse City-Petoskey, MI market and country “92.1 The 
Twister” WTWS in the Houghton Lake, MI resort area about 60 
miles to the southeast of Traverse City.  
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Ohio — AVC Communications closes on its purchase of 
AC WBNV, Barnesville, OH (93.5) and “Kickin’ Country KC-
105” WWKC, Caldwell, OH (104.9) from W. Grant Hafley for 
$1,136,398.55.  AVC Communications already owns hot AC 
“Mix 96” WCMJ, Cambridge; adult standards WILE-FM, Byesville 
(97.7); and sports WILE, Cambridge (1270) in the area, and it 
has a joint sales agreement with David Wilson’s classic rock 
“Rock 92.1” WBIK, Pleasant City, OH.  

San Jose — Vien Thao Media closes a $1 million deal to buy 
KAZA (1290) from Radio Fiesta Corp. Tron Dinh Do’s company 
had been operating the station under a local marketing 
agreement since November 2010 and programming KAZA with 
an ethnic Vietnamese format.   He also owns “Vietop Radio” 
WAZX (1550) in Atlanta.

Denver — Gregory Merillat’s 4-K’S, LLP closes a $550,000 deal 
to buy “Mile High Sports” KDCO, Golden, CO (1510) from Vic 
Michaels.   The deal includes the Golden-licensed translator 
K231BQ at 94.1 FM.

Albuquerque — Edward Aragon’s Rock of Talk closes a 
$350,000 deal to buy “The Rock of Talk 1600” KIVA from 
Don Davis’ Vanguard Media.   The station simulcasts on the 
Albuquerque-licensed translator K240BL at 95.9 FM under a deal 
with signal owner Carl Brasher.  Following the sale, Vanguard 
will still operate ‘80s oldies KRKE (1550, 94.5) and smooth jazz 
KOAZ (1510, 103.7) in the Albuquerque market.

Wyoming — In the Big Horn Basin, Larry Patrick’s Legend 
Communications closes on a deal to buy oldies KYTS, 
Manderson (105.7) and classic hits “92.7 The Eagle” KHRW, 
Ranchester from Norman Swan’s Global News Consultants for 
$262,000.  Broker: Patrick Communications
 

Indiana — Richard Harts is making the move from employee 
to owner as he closes a $250,000 all-cash deal to buy classic 
hits “The Hawk” WAWK, Kendallville, IN (1140) from Northeast 
Indiana Broadcasting.   The deal includes the Kendallville, IN-
licensed translator W238BH at 95.5 FM which simulcasts the 
250-watt daytime-only station.  The sale follows the 2013 death 
of Northeast Indiana Broadcasting owner Don Moore.  Harts 
has been an air personality at WAWK since 1999 and he also 
owns the Indiana-based Read Golden Oldies Radio three-year 
old web radio service. Broker: Ray Rosenblum
 
Riverside-San Bernardino — Educational Media Foundation 
closes a $50,000 deal to buy KJZD, Perris, CA from California 
State University-Long Beach.   KJZD is a construction permit 
for a Class A signal at 91.1 FM.   It will become the first station 
for EMF in the Riverside-San Bernardino market.

Charlotte — New Life Community Temple of Faith closes a deal 
to buy gospel WADE (1340) from the Inspirational Deliverance 
Center for $10.  The deal gives WDEX a second station in the 
Charlotte market where it already owns “Gospel 1430” WDEX.      
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PROGRAM DIRECTOR - HOUSTON
93.7 The BEAT KQBT Houston is looking for a Program Director 
who will oversee and approve all on-air aspects.  Candidate will need 
to possess abilities to maintain and build ratings as well as assist the 
sales department in generating revenue.  
 
For a full list of qualifications and responsibilities, or to apply now, visit
www.iHeartMedia.com  

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer and 
will not tolerate discrimination in employment on 
the basis of race, color, age, sex, sexual orientation, 
gender identity or expression, religion, disability, 
ethnicity, national origin, marital status, protected 
veteran status, genetic information, or any other 
legally protected classification or status.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR - NORTHEAST
A Rare Opportunity in a Rare Company

Times-Shamrock’s Scranton PA radio group consists of the market 
leading and legendary ROCK 107 (classic rock), FUZZ 92.1 

(alternative) and 630AM/100.1 FM ESPN (sports) and we’re 
looking for an accomplished, high-achieving, special individual to 

program WEJL (our ESPN station) to greater levels of performance. 
You will of course need to verifiably demonstrate your track record, 

achievements, possess exceptional leadership and managerial 
skills, etc. You must also have a proven track record in a spoken 
word format and be able to implement innovative strategic plans. 

Given all the above, if you believe that being part of a progressive, 
performance driven media company whose foundational belief is 

that superior performance is a simple and direct result of combining 
amazing people and great leadership, please mail or email your 

cover letter and resume to:
 

Steve Borneman
General Manager WEZX, WFUZ and WEJL

149 Penn Avenue
Scranton, PA 18503

sborneman@shamrocknepa.com

Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug Free Workplace.

MARKET MANAGER & 
SALES EXECUTIVES

Nashville/Memphis/Kansas 
City/Ft. Wayne/Modesto/

Fresno/Lincoln/Omaha

Bott Radio Network a national 
leader in quality Christian Talk 
Radio is seeking an experienced 
Market Managers & Sales 
Executives in several markets. 
The ideal candidate will have at 
least five years’ prior experience 
in sales management and outside 
sales. Candidate must have a 
proven sales in achieving team 
goals and individual sales goals. 
Must have superior leadership 
and communication skills, and the 
ability to train and develop top 
performing sales people to grow 
local and regional revenue. Must be 
skilled at prospecting, qualifying 
and closing new accounts, while 
servicing existing accounts, 
including effective scheduling, 
copywriting, exceptional account 
service and computer skills. Radio 
experience is preferred. If your 
experience is a good match, send 
your resume and cover letter to: 

Pat Rulon 
10550 Barkley
Overland Park, 
Kansas 66212

Fax to: 
Pat Rulon, 913.642.1319 

Email:
prulon@bottradionetwork.

com
E.O.E.

qual GENERAL MANAGER - MINNESOTA
Rare GM opening for Hubbard radio in northern Minnesota! Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc. is looking 
for an energetic, motivated and creative manager to lead our five radio stations in Bemidji, MN.  As GM 
you will oversee sales, marketing and operations of KZY 95.5, Z99, KB101, WQXJ 104.5 and KBUN.  
The last management team was in place for over 25 years so it’s a rare opportunity to lead our five strong 
brands in a robust and competitive market.  Sales background is preferred 
but not required.  The opportunity provides the best of both worlds—small 
market localism with major market resources. We can’t wait to hear from 
you!  Send letter & resume to: Dan Seeman, dseeman@hbi.com. EOE

http://www.insideradio.com
http://www.insideradio.com
http://www.insideradio.com
https://careerchannel.silkroad.com

